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New Lithrone GX40 Debuts as Komori Flagship Machine
Komori Corporation (Head Office: Sumida-ku, Tokyo, Japan; Chairman, President
and CEO: Yoshiharu Komori) has developed a new flagship machine that fulfills a
wide range of the most demanding requirements — the Lithrone GX40 40-inch offset
printing press.
Komori has developed the Lithrone GX40 40-inch offset printing press as a new
flagship machine.
The cutting-edge Lithrone GX40 stands on the pinnacle of Komori technologies and
expertise. In addition to extremely stable printing at the 18,000 sheets per hour
maximum printing speed, even with heavy stock, the Lithrone GX40 delivers both
significantly improved print quality and enhanced agility for color changeovers. Not
only the performance needed for high-end commercial and publishing printing but
also the print quality and flexibility necessary to meet all the requirements of package
printing.
Everything needed for a range of demands, including automatic non-stop devices and
control systems for long runs at high speed, new automatic cleaning/washing systems,
and availability in special configurations to handle high added value work. The
energy-conserving and space-saving design, along with reduced heat emissions,
provides genuine benefits for the environment.
＜Features＞
■ High productivity on long runs requiring heavy stock due to stable operation at high
printing speed
■ Seamless short makeready even when using special colors
■ High print quality perfect for deluxe printing work
■ Wide range of machine configurations and specifications
■ Reduced environmental footprint and exceptional ease-of-use

GLX-640+C(Six-color Print Quality Assessment System［PQA-S］-equipped 40-inch offset printing press with inline coater)
*Model in photograph includes specifications with plinth of 450mm

About Komori Corporation
Tokyo-based Komori Corporation, a premier manufacturer of sheetfed / web offset
printing and security printing presses, provides world-class technology especially
suited for today’s highly competitive printing marketplace. Delivering the highest
level in print quality coupled with impressively fast makeready and JDF connectivity
through open systems architecture, Komori presses help printers achieve higher
productivity levels essential for increased margins and business growth.
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